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MEETINGS OF THE INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION JURY

Date: 17.03.2012
Venue: Ecole Spéciale d’Architecture, Paris

INTERNATIONAL JURY

Iñaki Abalos   Founder Ábalos+Sentkiewicz Arquitectos (SP)
Jean-Max Colard Architectural Journalist Les Inrocks (FR)
Massimiliano Fuksas  Director of Studio Fuksas (IT)
David Keuning   Director of MARK magazine (NL)
Claude Parent   Architect, teacher and writer (FR)

Odile Decq   General Director, École Spéciale d’Architecture
Marie-Hélène Fabre Academic Head
Hubert Ducroux Student representing school

The Jury meeting for the evaluation of 8 submissions for the International
Competition was opened offi cially by Odile Decq, Director of the Ecole
Spéciale d’Architecture. After a debriefi ng  by curator Matteo Cainer the 
committee moved into the gallery space where the entries where exhibited.

Claude Parent  was elected as President of the Jury and suffi cient time was 
allowed for the Jury members to go through the different projects individually. 
Afterwards, the Jury sat down to briefl  y review the Competition Conditions 
and to set the criteria of evaluation:

• Design
• Student engagement
• Resonance within the City
• Practicality
• Maintenance
• Budget
• Timescale

Once the criteria was set, the jury evaluated together each project. The 
outcome was that the jury declared Ball Nogues Studio proposal to be the 
winner  among the 8 fi nalists.

Ball Nogues Studio_Los Angeles, United States
DUS Architects_Amsterdam, Netherlands
Fantastic Norway_Oslo, Norway
MOS_New York, United States
OSMD_Lisbon, Portugal
Polaris Architects_Luxembourg, Luxembourg
Softlab_New York, United States
Sou Fujimoto Architects_Tokyo ,Japan

To follow the jury comments for each of the projects.
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Ball Nogues Studio_Los Angeles, United States (winner)

The jury believes that this entry has the most potential since it presents 
various qualities, from it being very interesting architecturally, to 
economically feasible and at the same time ecologically strong. “More and 
more in construction we see the use of plastic and in this sense it is a very 
contemporary material and to see it used in this way is very interesting”. 
It felt that it is a very manual project that will be able to involve greatly 
the students. The jury found that this proposal had the most potential in 
becoming interesting and that the possibility of the design by the students 
in defi ning a form was something that would offer the student a real 
involvement and design challenge. However there is still the question on the 
protective membrane within the structure. The jury also appreciated that the 
project was conceived as a pavilion and as a real protected gathering space 
which also has a kind of a Jacques Tati feel.

DUS Architects_Amsterdam, Netherlands
The jury believed that the entry was a really elegant and a beautiful object, 
that however presented various problems. The idea of the students looking 
for porcelain plates around the city was an interesting concept, however 
problematic in the connection and in drilling wholes, which  would have 
presented a huge challenge not only for the students.  Furthermore in the 
model it seams to be a fl oating canopy while there would need to be a very 
sophisticated and technological structural solution to hold the canopy in 
tension. The jury however found the idea of reaching out into the street 
original and interesting and that it really embodied the request for a pavilion 
and a covered space for gathering.
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Fantastic Norway_Oslo, Norway
The project was believed to be interesting even if more an installation rather 
than a pavilion. It offered a very interesting view towards the street and a 
playful environment. However the pedagogical involvement of the students 
only in the design of the facade was considered to be minimal.  Furthermore, 
it was seen as being fi xed objects in the garden, whose design seemed to be 
very consolidated, and rather creating individual spaces more than a social 
gathering moment.

MOS_New York, United States
The jury evaluated the project to be very artistic, poetic and intellectually 
challenging, in this case different from all the other projects, more a non-
pavilion but an artistic piece/picturesque ruin. It was considered to be 
extremely innovative and new, however looking at the models and prototype 
sent in, the resulting aesthetics posed a huge problem, not only because of 
its materiality but because of the pedagogic design involvement where the 
learning curve would have been minimal. Furthermore such a solution in 
a city like Paris after a few months would have been very different, due to 
the weather, smog and pollution, and the use of the proposed material was 
thought to a certain point toxic. 

OSMD_Lisbon, Portugal
The jury found that the project as a model was very interesting and 
challenging, with great potential. However it estimated the reality of the 
construction to be very different. Not only a very strong economic burden 
but even in the sense of durability it presented certain issues, since the 
materiality would deteriorate rapidly due to weather and use of the pavilion.



Polaris Architects_Luxembourg, Luxembourg
The Jury felt, that while the proposal was very elegant it presented itself as 
a very fi nished product where the involvement of the students would have 
being practically inexistent. Furthermore the materiality of the pavilion was 
not really specifi ed and the kind of technique involved in such a construction 
would have been more technical then pedagogic.

Softlab_New York, United States
The jury found the project an interesting proposal, however it posed various 
problems in its architectural solution, meaning that the complexity of such 
a pavilion would have needed a real mastering also as far as engineering 
solutions.  Furthermore they found the project and that the involvement in 
terms of design of the students would have been very little, since it presented 
itself more as a fi nished product.

Sou Fujimoto Architects_Tokyo, Japan
The jury considered the project very poetic and conceived as a pavilion with 
seating, covered spaces and feasible for the garden. However they evaluated 
strongly the involvement of the students, and even if it was theoretically 
interesting as far as the analysis that they would need to undertake, there 
would have been no real active involvement and design challenge for the 
students. Furthermore the poly-carbonated roof presented various problems.



Ball Nogues Studio_
Los Angeles, United States

Ball-Nogues Studio is an integrated design and fabrication practice operating 
in the territory between architecture, art, and industrial design. Essential 
to each project is the “design” of the production process itself. We devise 
proprietary systems of construction, create new fabrication devices, develop 
custom digital tools, and invent materials with the aim of expanding the 
potential of the physically constructed world. We share an enthusiasm for 
the fabrication process as it relates to the built world both physically and 
poetically by letting the properties, limitations, and economic scenarios 
associated with a process guide a structure’s ultimate form while developing 
methods to extend the intertwined boundaries of aesthetics, physical 
performance and life cycle. 

Speculation and execution are inexorably linked in our work; each project 
demands that we maintain tight control over design and production. As 
young practitioners, this requires a do-it-yourself ethos. Consequently, we 
have “designed” our career so we can exploit opportunities to build that are 
outside the constraints of the conventional architectural milieu.  Although 
our projects are experimental with respect to production, they are far more 
than prototypes; each directly addresses human occupation by enhancing 
and celebrating social interaction through sensation, spectacle and physical 
engagement. 

Ball-Nogues has exhibited at major institutions throughout the world, 
including the Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles; the Museum of 
Modern Art, New York; the Guggenheim Museum; PS1; the Los Angeles County 
Museum of Art; arc en rêve centre d’architecture + Musée d’Art Contemporain 
de Bordeaux; the Venice Biennale, the Hong Kong | Shenzhen Biennale; and 
the Beijing Biennale.  They have received numerous honors including three 
American Institute of Architects Design Awards, United States Artists Target 
Fellowships and a grant from the Graham Foundation for Advanced Studies 
in the Fine Arts. In 2007, the Studio was the winner of the Museum of Modern 
Arts PS1 Young Architects Program Competition. Recently, their work became 
part of the permanent collection of MoMA. In 2011 they were one of the 
Architectural League of New York’s Emerging Voices. The partners have taught 
in the graduate architecture programs at the Southern California Institute 
of Architecture; the University of California, Los Angeles, and the University 
of Southern California.  Their work has appeared in a variety of publications 
worldwide including the New York Times, the Los Angeles Times, the Guardian, 
Architectural Record, Artforum, Icon, Log, Architectural Digest, and Sculpture.
Paulo 2003, Biennale of Chile 2002, ArchiLab 2001 among many others. 



 
DUS Architects_
Amsterdam, Netherlands

DUS architects was founded by Msc Arch. Hans Vermeulen (1977), Msc 
Arch. Martine de Wit (1977) and Msc Arch. Hedwig Heinsman (1980) in 2004. 
The offi ce builds ‘Public Architecture’: Design that consciously infl uences 
our daily life. This social signifi cance shows at all levels of DUS’ work, 
ranging from large urban strategies to outdoor breakfast designs. DUS sees 
architecture as a craftsmanship and combines research and design with a 
‘hands on’ approach and unique use of materials.  

DUS currently works on a variety of projects that range from art installation, 
product- and event design to architecture, planning and long-term urban 
transformation trajectories. The offi ce is based in Amsterdam and is run by 
the three partners together with a varying team of employees and freelancers. 
By practicing their credo ‘DESIGN by DOING’ DUS establishes a dialogue with 
the community, which results in valuable input for the design process, and 
brings developer, (future) inhabitants and municipality around one table. In 
this manner, DUS currently leads big urban projects; such as the design and 
transformation of 150 communal dwell units in Nieuwegein and in their role 
as supervisors of the transformation of 2000 homes in Almere Haven. In 2006 
this approach, dubbed ‘DUS-method’, was awarded the RMNO-price by VROM 
(the Dutch advisory council for research on spatial planning, nature and the 
environment).   

The three partners are frequently invited to lecture and lead workshops and 
have been guest teachers at various institutions, such as Delft Technical 
University, Academy of Bouwkunst Amsterdam, Academy of Bouwkunst 
Enschede and Rietveld Academy. The work of DUS architects has been 
exhibited and published throughout the world. The DUS Gecekondu ‘China 
Bag Hotel’ was dubbed ‘best architecture project of the year 2009’ by Dutch 
national newspaper NRC. Their Bucky Bar was listed for the esteemed Mies 
van der Rohe Award 2011. Recently the offi ce won the prestigious Amsterdam 
Awards for the Arts 2011: “The jury sees DUS architects as frontrunners for 
a new generation of architects: ambitious, socially committed, artistic and 
internationally oriented. Their work is continuously a combination of art, 
architecture, design and social engagement.” DUS is also founding partner of 
the OPEN COOP ‘a cooperative model for the knowledge based industries’ and 
DO-tank that actively solves societal problems.

SUMMARY:
DUS architects, founded in 2004 by Hedwig Heinsman, Martine de Wit and 
Hans Vermeulen, builds ‘public architecture’: Architecture that infl uences the 
public domain using scale 1:1 models, urban process- and strategy design, 
and that ranges from temporary interiors to long-term urban transformation 
trajectories. www.dusarchitects.com



Fantastic Norway_
Oslo, Norway

Fantastic Norway is an architectural studio engaged with
building design, development strategies, mobilization
processes, teaching and television production.
We believe every town is different; every place is in some
way fantastic. Fantastic Norway aims to embrace this
fact and through dialogue transform it into architecture.

HISTORY
Fantastic Norway was founded in 2004 by Håkon Matre
Aasarød and Erlend Blakstad Haffner. The primary ambition
was to create an open, inclusive and socially aware
architectural practice and to re-establish the role of the
architect as an active participant in – and a builder of
society. The heart and soul of the offi ce is a bright red
caravan . The caravan functions as a mobile platform for
architectural discussions, debates and workshops. We
gather ideas, suggestions and stories from the communities
we work with and utilize this collected knowledge in
the design process.

DISTINCTIONS
“Social Architect of the Year 2011, Skaara Architects,
Oslo/Norway 2011
2. Price “Blueprint Magazine award for best stand
design”, 100% Design Earls Court London/England
1.Prize “The Iakov Chernikohov International Architeural
Prize”, Moscow/Russia 2010
2. Price “Award for best Young Designers of 2010”,
Norwegian Ministry of Cultures, Oslo/Norway 2010
Honorable mention “Academic Journalist Price 2008”
The Norwegian Academic Journalist Foundtation, Oslo/
Norway 2008
“FAD medal of honour” for “re-establishing the architect
as a constructor of society” in Barcelona/Spain in 2007
“Architects of the Year” at the Oscar Hansen Symposium
in Bergen/Norway in 2005,
“Architect H.C. Hansens legacy, biannual price for young
aspiring architects”, NAL, Oslo/Norway 2003



MOS_
New York, United States

Michael Meredith (New York, 1971) is a founding partner with Hilary Sample 
of the New York based MOS Architects which has a focus on arts, cultural, 
and institutional projects. Current notable projects include, The Sterling 
Opera House in Derby, CT., an Orphanage in Katmandu, Nepal, Krabbesholm 
Højskole Studios in Skive, Denmark, and Ballroom Marfa Drive-In. Meredith is 
an Assistant Professor at Princeton University School of Architecture and has 
taught at the Harvard Graduate School of Design, the University of Toronto, 
and was the Muschenheim Teaching Fellow at the University of Michigan in 
2000. In 2010, MOS received an Academy Award from the American Academy 
of Arts and Letters, and has been recognized by the New York Architectural 
League Emerging Voices Series.

Hilary Sample (Pennsylvania, 1971) is a founding partner with Michael 
Meredith of the New York based MOS Architects which has a focus on arts, 
cultural, and institutional projects. Current notable projects include, The 
Sterling Opera House in Derby, CT., an Orphanage in Katmandu, Nepal, 
Krabbesholm Højskole Studios in Skive, Denmark, and Ballroom Marfa Drive-
In Theater, in Marfa, Texas. Sample is an Associate Professor, and Director 
of the Graduate Housing Studio Program at Columbia University GSAPP, and 
has taught at Yale University, the University of Toronto, and held the Reyner 
Banham Teaching Chair at SUNY Buffalo. In 2010, MOS received an Academy 
Award from the American Academy of Arts and Letters, and has been 
recognized by the New York Architectural League Emerging Voices Series. She 
serves as a MacDowell Colony board member.



OSMD_
Lisbon, Portugal

olga Sanina
1981 born in Lisbon, Portugal
2003 starts with Marcelo Dantas “Olga Sanina & Marcelo Dantas Arquitectos”
2005/ 2006 Interior Architecture Degree at FAUTL (winner of the “Sá Nogueira 
Award” for the best student)  
2005/2006 intership at FSSMGN offi ce in Lisbon.
2005/.... Architect at Aires Mateus e Associados offi ce in Lisbon.
 
marcelo Dantas
1980 Born in Funchal, Madeira - Portugal
2002/2003 Architecture Degree at Universidade Lusiada Lisboa 
2003 Winner of the national SECIL Universidades Prize
2003 starts with Olga Sanina “Olga Sanina & Marcelo Dantas Arquitectos”
2003/2004 intership at atelier jorge mealha  
2004/2005 architect at atelier central  
2006/2009 architect at idom/acxt
2009/...  team leader at Costa Lopes 

Olga Sanina & Marcelo Dantas Arquitectos is a practice launched in 2003 
whilst students, as a way to complement the academical journey with a fi rst 
approach to the “real life”. This partnership has been successful from day one, 
and ever since seeks to broaden its activity range beyond the conventional 
architecture realm.

We defi ne our partnership as being composed of two different visions of 
architecture, but ones that complement each other when combined. We seek 
to create our own space in the contemporary architectural scene, and to do so 
we cross different scales, programmatical issues and themes, letting them all 
contaminate each other in the practice´s daily life. 



Polaris Architects_
Luxembourg, Luxembourg

Carole Schmit and François Thiry 

Carole Schmit and François Thiry are architects, living and working in 
Luxembourg. They fi rst met in the mid-nineties in Brussels and graduated 
together. Postgraduate studies took them to Amsterdam and Paris and they 
soon started to collaborate with various architectural fi rms and collectives in 
Belgium, The Netherlands and Italy. Polaris Architects was launched in 2001 
in Rotterdam as a nomadic collective of independant architects and became 
an architectural offi ce located in Luxembourg in 2005.

The creation of contemporary buildings is the core work of Polaris Architects. 
The offi ce manages and communicates its own projects. It is often involved in 
the preliminary planning and programming of the projects in order to support 
the commissioner throughout the whole life cycle of its construction project.

Carole Schmit and François Thiry liken their offi ce to a professional platform 
that is able to carry through to term projects that go out of the ordinary. They 
are surrounded by a team of designers who share their vision of service and 
quality. Polaris Architects draws upon additional resources from a network of 
high-level partners and consultants.

Publications, exhibitions and awards distinguish the work of Polaris 
Architects both nationally and internationally. The satisfaction expressed 
by clients testifi es to the success of projects carried out by the Firm.  
Carole Schmit and François Thiry contribute to the continued renewal of 
the architectural discipline through teaching, conferences, articles and 
participation in professional associations.



Softlab_
New York, United States

Michael Szivos

Michael Szivos is the Principal and Founder of SOFTlab.  Michael is also an 
assistant adjunct professor at  Graduate School of Architecture, Planning and 
Preservation at Columbia University and a visiting adjunct professor at the 
School of Architecture at the Pratt Institute.
  
SOFTlab 
SOFTlab is a design studio based in New York City. The studio was created by 
Michael Szivos shortly after receiving graduate degrees in architecture from 
the Graduate School of Architecture, Planning and Preservation at Columbia 
University. The studio has since been involved in the design and production 
of projects across almost every medium, from digitally fabricated large-scale 
sculpture, to interactive design, to large-scale digital video installations. As 
the studio adjusted to a wide range of projects , it began to focus less on the 
medium and style and more on ideas.             
As a studio, SOFTlab, embraces projects that are strange, diffi cult, blurry, and 
straddle multiple mediums. The constraints of each project are treated as 
opportunities that are tested through a collaborative studio environment with 
the hopes of solving typical problems in new ways, with new tools. Through 
the studio’s unique blend of backgrounds as designers, artists, architects 
and educators we are able to approach every project from a fresh perspective 
to create rich spatial, graphic, interactive and visual experiences. SOFTlab 
privileges adaptability and infuses every project with the capacity to evolve 
and grow into something new and unexpected. Rather than thinking of a 
project as fi nished, the studio thinks of a project as a chance to cultivate 
intelligent change. By mixing research, creativity and technology with a strong 
desire to make working fun, SOFTlab attempts to create new and unique 
experiences.
In 2012 SOFTlab was awarded the Architectural League Prize for Young 
Architects & Designers and previously in 2010 the studio was selected for 
the New Practices New York award by the AIA Chapter of New York along with 
7 other young studios. The studio has also produced a wide range of design 
projects and collaborated with various artists, designers, publications and 
institutions including MoMA, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, The New York 
Times, eVolo Magazine, Surface Magazine, Columbia University and Pratt 
Institute. The studio has also exhibited work in galleries throughout New York 
City.



Sou Fujimoto Architects_
Tokyo, Japan

Born in Hokkaido on 1971, after graduating from the Department of 
Architecture, Faculty of Engineering at Tokyo University, he established Sou 
Fujimoto Architects in 2000.  In 2005, he was awarded the Architectural 
Review Awards, a much coveted international award among young architects, 
3 years consecutively.  In 2008, he won the JIA (Japan Institute of Architects) 
award, and in 2009, he won the Design Awards for wallpaper magazine.In 
2010, he was awarded the Spotlight: The Rice Design Alliance Prize.In 2011, 
he won the fi rst prize in the international competition for “Taiwan Tower” and  
“Beton Hala Waterfront Center.” 
His book “Primitive Future” published in 2008 became the best-selling 
architectural book of the year. EL croquis SOU FUJIMOTO was also published 
in 2010.  
His architectural designs that pursue new shapes and spaces that exist 
between nature and artifi ciality will undoubtedly continue to evolve in future.

Awards:
2007 KENNETH F. BROWN ARCHITECTURE DESIGN AWARD Honorable 
Mention(Treatment Center for Mentally Disturbed Children)
AR Awards 2006 “Grand Prize” (Treatment Center for Mentally Disturbed 
Children)
AR Awards 2006 “Highly Commended” (7/2 house)
“Gold Prize” in House Competition by Tokyo Society of Architects and Building 
Engineers
“1st Prize” in Wooden House Competition in Kumamoto
AR Awards 2005 “Highly Commended” (Dormitory for Mentally Disabled in 
Date)
AR Awards 2005 “Honourable Mention” (T house)
JIA New Face Award 2004
“1st Prize” in International Design Competition for the Environment Art Forum 
for Annaka
Winning “SD Review 2003”
“Honorable Mention” in Design Competition for the Ora Town Hall
Winning “SD Review 2002 SD Prize”
Winning “SD Review 2001”
Winning “SD Review 2000 Maki Prize”
“2nd Prize in Design Competition for the Aomori Prefectural Art Museum”
Winning “SD Review 1997 SD Prize”
Winning “SD Review 1995”



École Spéciale d’Architecture Paris

PRIVATE INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION
In a society where all the productions tend insidiously to become standardized, 
disregarding any cultural, historic or social sense of identity, while the daily practice 
of architecture struggles with the standards imposed by the industry and the political 
powers and while the architecture of monuments settles indifferently on the surface 
of the globe, schools are the last guarantees of the variety of thought, positions and 
actions.

L’École Spéciale d’Architecture was established 140 years ago as part of a revolt 
against academism. Since then it has continuously recreated its teaching approaches 
and organizational structures. Among it’s teachers there have been two pritzker 
price winners : Jean Nouvel, and Christian de Portzamparc in addition to Paul Virilio.
Today, as Europe’s institutions of higher education strive to harmonize their degrees 
and programs, a necessary reform that may have the unintended effect of producing 
uniformity, the École Spéciale stands fi rmly on its founding premise: to be special.

AN ARCHITECTURE SCHOOL
Being an architect today, more than ever before, means mastering a range of skills and 
acquiring a capacity to put forward and carry through projects. However, it also means: 
- Joining and managing multidisciplinary teams
- Innovating and contributing to progress with methods and technology
- Experiencing the world but also the specifi c characteristics of each culture.
- Understanding complex situations and projects
- Possessing a capacity for analysis, conceptualization and an ability to adopt a clear 
stance. 

AN ASSOCIATION LAW 1901
As an association organized under the law of 1901, the school offers a unique 
perspective on architecture in which alumni, faculty, students, and staff are invited to 
participate in an alternative culture of the architecture. Apart from the École Spéciale 
d’Architecture, only two other schools in the world have the same self-management; 
the Architectural Association in London and Sci-arch in Los Angeles.

A PRIVATE INSTITUTION 
Institution of higher education, established in 1865, the École Spéciale d’Architecture 
(ESA) is France’s only private school of architecture, the only one to be a “Grande 
Ecole” and state-approved since 1870. ESA’s educational programs are accredited 
by the Ministry of Culture/Communication and by the Directorate of Architecture and 
Heritage. Its degrees are referred by the Ministry for Higher Education and Research. 

BEING SPECIAL
Being Special means assuming the duty of diversity: the diversity of knowledge, the 
diversity of cultures and the diversity of practices with no preconceived ideology or 
sectarianism.
It also means considering that the creation of architecture is fi rst and foremost a 
research-based activity; It means pushing the boundaries of thought and traditional 
practices ever further, while at the same time ensuring a fuller understanding of 
architecture; It means encouraging the emergence of new relationships between 
thought systems, construction methods, aesthetic codes, industrial processes 
and organizational challenges; It involves the provision of training for free, critical 
architects with an ability to think, in keeping with society and driven by a dynamic 
vision of the future.
The experiment and the invention under all its forms in their widest acceptances 
contribute to form these diverse attitudes. The opening on the world as the welcome 
to the world and to the others will contribute to the distribution and to the brilliance of 
the condition to be special. 

For information contact:

Ecole Spéciale d’Architecture
254 boulevard Raspail
75014 Paris, France
Amina Chady
T   +33(0) 14047 4024
E   achady@esa-paris.fr

Matteo Cainer
Curator Pavillon Spéciale
T   +33677440270
E   m.cainer@matteocainer.com


